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Contents

• Part I (S. W. Lee): Machine Learning Theory: Kernel Methods
  o Math warm-up: Matrix Algebra
  o Linear Methods for Pattern Analysis/Classifications
  o Kernel Methods (I) – Theoretical Backgrounds and Basic Tricks
  o Kernel Methods (II) – Derivation of Nonlinear Methods
  o Manifold Learning and its relation to Kernel Methods

• Part II (S. W. Lee): A Study of Similarity for Pattern Classification

• Part III (H. Cecotti): Neural Networks
  o Introduction
  o History
  o Single Neuron
  o Supervised Learning
  o Unsupervised Learning
  o Prospects

• Part IV (H. Cecotti): Hidden Markov Model
  o Introduction
  o Definition – Stochastic Model
  o Techniques
  o Models
  o Applications
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